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history of abortion wikipedia - much of what is known about the methods and practice of abortion in greek and roman
history comes from early classical texts abortion as a gynecological procedure was primarily the province of women who
were either midwives or well informed laypeople, homosexuality stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - the term
homosexuality was coined in the late 19 th century by a german psychologist karoly maria benkert although the term is new
discussions about sexuality in general and same sex attraction in particular have occasioned philosophical discussion
ranging from plato s symposium to contemporary queer theory since the history of cultural understandings of same sex
attraction is, premodern japanese texts and translations - this bibliography covers texts written in japan before the year
1600 the focus is on literary prose and poetry but the bibliography also attempts to cover writings of importance for the study
of japanese religion history or culture generally it began as a database of translations into english and other western
languages but now includes entries for works not yet translated as well as, homosexuality in the japanese buddhist
tradition - introduction this idea for this essay arose out of material i had gathered for my ph d thesis on the representations
of homosexuality in japanese popular culture in order to contextualise modern understandings of homosexual desire as
experienced between men and between women i found it was necessary to go increasingly further back into japanese
history so that i might better understand the, faculty cu lse history - columbia university and the london school of
economics offer a dual master s degree program ma msc in international and world history in some of the best history
departments in the us and uk students research and study the global processes and international affairs that have made our
world, michel foucault stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - michel foucault 1926 1984 was a french historian and
philosopher associated with the structuralist and post structuralist movements he has had strong influence not only or even
primarily in philosophy but also in a wide range of humanistic and social scientific disciplines, history courses university of
california san diego - africa lecture courses hiaf 111 modern africa since 1880 4 a survey of african history dealing with the
european scramble for territory primary resistance movements the rise of nationalism and the response of metropolitan
powers the transfer of power self rule and military coups and the quest for identity and unity, jstor viewing subject history
- amount of access 330 journals in jstor date range aboriginal history, history university of illinois - administered by the
department of history students in the history major should acquire a broad background from the study of the human
experience in different cultures and time periods, jstor viewing subject anthropology - jstor is a digital library of academic
journals books and primary sources, homosexuality and civilization louis crompton - homosexuality and civilization louis
crompton on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers how have major civilizations of the last two millennia treated
people who were attracted to their own sex in a narrative tour de force, fifty shades of grey proves women want male
dominance - fifty shades of grey is hitting cinema screens globally this month and feminists are fucking scared at least 100
million people the vast vast vast majority of them women voted with their feet eyes purses and credit cards and purchased
the woefully written book which is nonetheless simultaneously a masterpiece of anti feminism now comes the film which will
only further titillate
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